With the nexus challenges of food insecurity, poverty, high youth unemployment, low labor productivity, energy poverty, environmental degradation and climate change - which compounds these challenges – escalating across Africa, Africa’s socioeconomic progress in actualizing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Agenda 2063 is behind schedule. However efforts to combat climate change offer Africa an opportunity to accelerate solutions to the above by focusing actions on catalytic sectors. These are sectors/sub-sectors in which Africa holds a comparative advantage in resources, are economically inclusive and can unlock leading socioeconomic priorities in most countries in the continent – especially achieving food security, creation of income & job opportunities and expansion of macroeconomic growth - simultaneously with enhancing ecosystems and offsetting carbon to meet climate objectives under the Paris Agreement. Hence accelerate achieving the SDGs in the continent.

Going forward, the continent urgently needs to foster policy & non-policy investments to maximize productivity of these catalytic sectors for solutions that will accelerate socioeconomic transformation and EBAFOSA aims to mobilize these investments.